Solution Brief

Using Visibility to Drive Intelligent Automation
Pervasive Visibility throughout
the Business

Thus, automation and visibility go hand in hand.
Organizations must investigate (through visibility) and act
(through automation) at all layers of the IT stack. This is
essential to ensure that business intent is satisfied across
all domains.
Extreme Networks visibility solutions enable operations
teams to see across the IT stack and take event-driven
automated actions.

Coordinating Automation
with Visibility
The Extreme intelligent automation solution combines
Extreme Workflow Composer™, a DevOps-inspired, crossdomain automation platform, with inputs from pervasive
cultural elements (people, processes, and policies)
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As the pace of business increases and competition
tightens, operational agility and efficiency become
paramount to organizations. Gartner notes that modern
network automation and analytics platforms must “enable
network operations to become a strategic partner to the
business by delivering visibility and insight to the line of
business that transcends infrastructure and operations.”1
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Figure 1: Automation and visibility help create a business-ready cloud.

and infrastructure visibility solutions to deliver greater
business agility and operational efficiency.
Extreme Workflow Composer, powered by the StackStorm
open source project, can automate service provisioning and
remediation across all domains of IT. It uses a verification
loop that consults collected visibility information and
matches it with established policies and service agreements
to ensure desired network modification outcomes.

Gartner, NetOps 2.0: Embrace Network Automation and Analytics to Stay Relevant in the Digital Business Era, February 6, 2017
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Intelligent automation treats IT holistically, with the network
as one of many domains that include compute, storage,
applications, and other management systems. In addition,
this approach incorporates business culture to factor intent
into all automated decisions.
Visibility information (such as traffic and interface
statistics) is collected from the network infrastructure. This
information can reside in data sources in all domains, where
it is available to orchestration and automation platforms
(see Figure 1).

Automation and Visibility
Platforms
The Extreme intelligent automation solution is based on the
Extreme Workflow Composer automation platform, which
provides the features and benefits shown in Table 1.
A closed loop consisting of automation inputs from cultural
and infrastructure elements ensures that automation is
triggered at the optimal time and that actions achieve the
desired outcomes. Automation depends on:
• Visibility into learned traffic from Extreme Flow
Optimizer2 through a database of flows. This visibility
enables traffic to be tuned for improved resource
utilization. Additionally, Flow Optimizer can detect
DDoS threats by identifying malicious network flows.
• Actionable analytics gathered from the Extreme SLX®
Insight Architecture and Extreme SLX Visibility Services
• The Extreme SLX Insight Architecture provides a Guest
VM to run monitoring and analytics applications, while
Extreme SLX Visibility Services allow operators to collect
and classify traffic data and apply rule-based actions.

Using Visibility and
Automation Together
Visibility and automation allow operators to:
• Quickly and accurately remediate an application or
networking issue
• Provide ongoing assurance that applications and
infrastructure are scaling according to business needs
• Help mitigate threats such as DDoS attacks at run time
When automation is combined with traffic captures from
the Extreme SLX Insight Architecture, or the mapping of
physical to virtual resources in the Extreme SLX Visibility
Services, the result is network-wide assurance for rapid
remediation. To see how visibility capabilities work with
Extreme automation platforms, consider a distributed
application in a data center, as shown in Figure 2.

Remediating an Application Issue
In this hypothetical scenario, an operator uses visibility and
automation to remediate an application issue. The operator
receives a call from an end user complaining that an
application is not running, or is slow.
The ticketing system or network operator logs the ticket
and proceeds to determine the origin of the problem:
the application itself, insufficient or overloaded compute
resources, a misconfigured overlay, or perhaps a faulty
network connection. Typically, the operator must gather
data from different places in the network, pore over that
data, and take action. Such tasks require many different
tools and must be performed manually.

• Other actionable information collected from
infrastructure or technical and business stakeholders.
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Figure 2: Agility through automation and visibility.
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Flow Optimizer also performs actions (such as meter, mirror, redirect, drop) on learned flows.
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This manual process changes, however, with the right
combination of built-in visibility and automation
capabilities. In this case, when the original ticket comes
in, an Extreme Workflow Composer sensor triggers a
workflow and automatically gathers visibility information
using these tools:
• Conventional interface counters to determine where
packets may be getting dropped
• Extreme SLX Visibility Services to collect data that will
identify an overlay (possibly a VXLAN) and any servers/
VLANs involved
• Extreme SLX Insight Architecture to collect data that
will identify the application(s) involved
Extreme SLX Visibility Services provide multilayer
classification capabilities, including network parameter
filters such as IP and MAC addresses, port numbers, VXLAN
Network Identifiers (VNI), and workload matching. Actions
include counting, dropping, or mirroring traffic.
Manually querying application servers for traffic counters
involves identifying exactly the information that Extreme
SLX Visibility Services classify. With Extreme Workflow
Composer, an automated workflow queries this information
and passes the details to another workflow that sets
up the matching rules with count actions. Operators can
now identify servers that have unexpectedly low or high
traffic volumes.
Once the relevant servers are identified, the Extreme SLX
Insight Architecture takes over. Traffic from these servers
can be captured in the Guest VM, with no dedicated taps
or additional hardware needed. Analysis of this traffic
identifies whether certain application components are
not loading, causing clients to time out as a result. This
illustrates the value of crossdomain automation: identifying
the appropriate team to resolve the issue.
Thus, with the right level of visibility at the right time and
locations, event-driven workflows take action on individual
network elements. These workflows send relevant data
either to external tools or back into Extreme Workflow
Composer for closed-loop remediation.

Ensuring Appropriate Scale for
Infrastructure and Applications
Visibility and automation tools can also be used to
determine whether an application is scaling properly,
and whether the infrastructure is scaling in line with the
application. In this case, network engineers can leverage
Extreme Workflow Composer integrations with multiple
orchestration systems.
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For example, integration with Docker’s Swarm API can
ensure that as a container-based application is scaling, it
is also requesting additional VLANs/VXLANs from the
network switching container-based. If the application
is using Virtual Machines (VMs) running on OpenStack,
then the Extreme Workflow Composer integration with
OpenStack plugins provides similar details for the scaling
application’s VM and network resources. To check correct
linkages between virtual and physical components, Extreme
SLX Visibility Services can be used to correlate networking
constructs with containers and VMs.
Extreme Workflow Composer integrations with third-party
logging services (including Elasticsearch, Splunk, and
Sensu) ensure that any unusual system event can get proper
attention from the engineering teams. Based on information
from these services, Extreme Workflow Composer actions
can be taken to investigate the causes of network outages
or other unusual events.
For example, if a server-facing link on a Top-of-Rack (ToR)
switch goes down, Extreme Workflow Composer will be
notified via logging services and can automatically start
eventdriven troubleshooting. Similarly, if an application-level
database instance goes into an alert state, Sensu integration
triggers Extreme Workflow Composer to take action.

Mitigating Threats against
Applications or Infrastructure
A combination of automation and visibility can be used to
mitigate attacks. In this case, Flow Optimizer is used for
bothvisibility and automation.
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Figure 3: Threat mitigation with Flow Optimizer.
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To verify whether apparent scaling or timeout events
are actually symptoms of a DDoS attack, an engineering
team can leverage the visibility provided by Extreme Flow
Optimizer. Flow Optimizer maintains a database of learned
flows that includes header fields, estimated bandwidth, and
port information, all correlated to preset policies.
This information can be used to detect DDoS threats by
identifying malicious flows. Flow Optimizer integrates
with third-party firewall and analytics applications to
identify application-level threats and to shut them down
via the network (see Figure 3). The attack (1) is recognized
when Flow Optimizer processes sFlow data (2, 3). If the
affected devices support hybrid OpenFlow (4), then the
attack is mitigated locally (5). This avoids the need for
additional infrastructure and expensive intrusion detection
or prevention system (IDS/IPS) appliances for identifying
attacks at Layers 2 through 4.

Integrating Visibility and
Automation across the Portfolio
These visibility and automation solutions are integrated
across the Extreme portfolio. For instance, Flow Optimizer
can be used with both the Extreme SLX Insight Architecture
and Extreme Workflow Composer.
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This combination provides closed-loop visibility to support a
variety of sophisticated remediation use cases.
As an example, Flow Optimizer can retrieve latency
information from an application running within the
Extreme SLX Insight Architecture Guest VM, and map this
information to critical flows. These flows can be forwarded
using any IP protocol, or even transported in MPLS tunnels.
User-defined policies then remap critical traffic to higherperforming paths.
If affected edge devices support hybrid OpenFlow, Flow
Optimizer can rearrange the traffic itself. If not, Flow
Optimizer can make the data visible to Extreme Workflow
Composer, which then reprograms the flows (see Figure 4).

Conclusion
Intelligent automation with pervasive visibility enables
rapid infrastructure provisioning and management while
reducing operational costs and complexity. A key goal
for organizations is to be able to ask—and answer—how
every service in the network is performing. This helps them
begin the journey of evolving their IT Infrastructure into a
business-ready cloud.
Fulfilling the vision in Figure 1, Extreme provides visibilityaware networking. The resultant intelligent automation
enables automated service delivery, network and
application assurance, and continuous network remediation.
This is the foundational support needed for delivering the
Network as a Service (NaaS).

About Extreme
Extreme networking solutions help organizations achieve
their critical business initiatives as they transition to a world
where applications and information reside anywhere. Today,
Extreme is extending its proven data center expertise
across the entire network with open, virtual, and efficient
solutions built for consolidation, virtualization, and cloud
computing. Learn more at www.extremenetworks.com.

Figure 4: Flow Optimizer and Extreme Workflow Composer in tan.
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